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September 4, 2013 

To whom it may concern 

ArtSpark Holdings Inc. 

CELSYS, Inc. 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT bundled with Wacom pen tablets, Intuos and Intuos Pro series,  

in Japan and Asia Pacific regions. 

 

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT will be bundled with Wacom’s pen tablets, Intuos and Intuos Pro series in Japan and Asia Pacific 

regions.*1 

Intuos is a pen tablet easy to use for beginners who want to enjoy creative activities.  Intuos Pro is for professionals, an 

advanced version with improved basic features and ergonomics, and a simpler design. 

 

Bundling CLIP STUDIO PAINT with Wacom’s pen tablets will provide a better experience to all types of users for digital 

creation. 

CELSYS will release the English and Chinese version of CLIP STUIO PAINT on September 10. 

 

Manga and illustration are one of the key Japanese pop cultures.  Celsys will release CLIP STUDIO PAINT, standard 

software in Japan to create such manga and illustration. 

*1 South Korea, Taiwan, Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippine, Vietnam, Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka 

 
 

【For Asia Pacific】 

Wacom pen tablet Celsys software 

Intuos Manga 

                           

CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO＊1 

（English/traditional Chinese） 

Intuos Pro 

                          

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO＊2 

（English/traditional Chinese） 

Intuos 

                            

CLIP STUDIO PAINT DEBUT  

（English/traditional Chinese） 

 

Ｎｅｗｓ Ｒｅｌｅａｓe 

Bundle with Wacom 
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【For Japan】 

Wacom pen tablet Celsys software 

Intuos Comic 

                       

CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO＊1 

（Japanese） 

Intuos / Intuos Pro series 

*Limited until the end of January 2014 

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT DEBUT  

(Japanese) 

*1 Licensed for 24 months.  After 24 months, users can use it as “PAINT DEBUT”.  User can also upgrade it to “PAINT PRO” with special discount. 

*2 Licensed for 12 months.  After 12 months, users can use it as “PAINT DEBUT”.  User can also upgrade it to “PAINT PRO” with special discount. 

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT series includes CLIP STUDIO PAINT PRO for creating manga and illustration, CLIP STUDIO PAINT EX 

for managing multiple-pages works, and CLIP STUDIO PAINT DEBUT. 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT DEBUT is a basic model with standard features for illustration including a natural feel of drawing, simply 

designed user interface.  It is for both beginners and professionals.   

CLIP STUDIO PAINT is available only through bundled packages like Wacom, but not from Celsys’s website. 

 

For more information of CLIP STUDIO PAINT. 

CLIP STUDIO.NET http://www.clipstudio.net/en./  

 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT DEBUT 

CLIP STUDIO PAINT 
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CELSYS, Inc. 

Artspark Holdings Inc. was founded by the business integration between CELCYS that has been promoting digitalization of 

creating animations and cartoons and HI CORPORATION that provides human interface and applications using 3D rendering 

technology. 

Mobilizing the advanced graphics technology of both companies and maximizing the synergy effect of various middleware and 

application development, we are committed to enhance our business value and corporate philanthropy by providing total 

support for all users from general to professionals in the field of ever-growing "Digital Monozukuri(making things with spirit)". 

 

Artspark Holdings Inc. website ： http://www.artspark.co.jp/ 

 

 

 

 

CELSYS was established in May 1991.  CELSYS operates creator support business including providing production tools 

such as "CLIP STUDIO PAINT“ and “Comic Studio” for manga, illustration and anime, and operating the web site for 

creators’ activities.  Our goal is to be a total solution provider for graphic contents through supporting creators’ production 

activity from content production/viewing environment to distribution and communication via contents. 

 

 CELSYS Inc. website ： http://www.celsys.co.jp/en/ 

© CELSYS, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

 

CELSYS, CLIP, CLIP STUDIO, IllustStudio, ComicStudio and RETAS STUDIO are trademarks or registered trademarks of CELSYS, Inc. All other company names 

and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders 

 

Note: All of the information described here is correct at time of publication, but may have changed. 

  

 

CONTACT 

 

For Media 

4-15-7 Nishi-shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo,Japan 

TEL： 81-3-3373-9919 

FAX： 81-3-5304-1933 

Seiko Masukawa 

e-mail：press@artspark.co.jp 

 

For General 

e-mail： info@celsys.co.jp 

 

 

CELSYS, Inc. 

 

ArtSpark Holdings Inc. 
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